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GOAL OF THE STUDY
Designing Human-Robot
Interaction
From microwaves to ovens or the Thermomix – most technical applian-

Are there any forms of human-robot interaction that users prefer irrespec-

ces in our homes are operated via displays, either using touch control or

tive of the context and whose use increases the user experience? Do the

indirectly using haptic keys such as mouse, keyboard or hardware keys.

users even accept more mistakes when using these forms of interaction

Digitization and mechanization increasingly bring robots and assistance

without becoming frustrated?

systems such as Alexa and Siri into people’s lives, establishing new and
diverse forms of interaction: using voice, body movements and gestures,

The Wizard-of-Oz study “Paul the little scan robot”, which was created as

commands can be communicated to the systems.

part of the GINA project and funded by the German Ministry of Education
and Research, dealt with these questions and produced exciting results.

Assistance systems and robots can make our lives easier. We increasingly use smart assistants such as vacuum robots or robotic lawn mowers.

The goal of the study was to provide helpful information for UX professio-

But the use of assistance robots is not limited to private homes, they also

nals on how to design human-robot interaction. Because intuitive opera-

support us in other areas such as nursing or public spaces. However,

tion is essential for increasing people’s willingness to use robots.

users need to be able to rely on robots understanding commands and
tasks and carrying them out properly. This is key for the acceptance of

In the study we analyzed three main research questions:

robots. Otherwise, users become frustrated and the human-robot interaction may even be stressful for them. Therefore, the following questions
need to be addressed: What interaction do the users prefer? Or should
all sorts of interaction be used at the same time, which would leave the
decision up to the users but incur the risk of confusing them?

Is there a form of interaction …
… that users prefer irrespective of the context?
… in which users accept more mistakes without becoming
frustrated?
… that per se contributes to a better UX?
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STUDY DESIGN
Paul the little scan robot as a
cover story
The participants had to be left in the dark about the research background
to avoid that the results would unintentionally become distorted. Therefore, it was important to develop a cover story, so we came up with Paul
the little scan robot: Paul was to be used in a DIY store to grab and scan
various products with its gripper. The participants could open and close
Paul’s gripper using voice, gesture or display commands. Voice samples
provided feedback on whether the scanning process was successful. The
Participant working on the tasks
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30 participants worked on five tasks together with Paul.

17

42 years

57 %

76

43 %

Random sample of participants

Description of the interactions

They were divided into three equal groups, each of which was assigned

In order to test the frustration tolerance, we had to “annoy” the participants.

a form of interaction (voice, gesture or display) that they were to use for

This means that we manipulated some of the tasks in a way that the grip-

solving the task. We remotely controlled the robot from a separate equip-

per wouldn’t open despite being given the correct command. The partici-

ment room. From there, we were able to observe the participants’ inter-

pants had to change to another form of interaction to continue the process

actions with the robot: Their input on the display was directly transmitted,

and finish the tasks.

their gestures and voice commands were monitored via camera.
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WEB CAMS

WEB CAMS

SPEAKER

GRIPPER

LEDs

Test lab setup
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GESTURE RECOGNITION

RESULTS OF THE
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Question 1:
Is there a form of interaction that
the users prefer irrespective of the
context?
Using a questionnaire, we asked the participants what form of interaction

Display and voice interaction were most popular with the participants, fol-

they prefer when using computers and robots. They were given the choice

lowed by gesture control. The ratings of gesture interaction lag far behind

of “display”, “voice” and “gestures” as well as “others”. For the three forms

when it comes to familiarity, popularity and preferred form of interaction.

of interaction, we used a 6-point Likert scale to ask about popularity and
familiarity. In an interview, we then delved deeper into the questions to get

The form of interaction that the participants were most familiar with was

more feedback.

display control followed by voice commands. In the interviews, the participants explained their dislike of gesture control with the fact that it needs

The evaluation of the questionnaire revealed that most participants prefer displays as a form of interaction with computers. When it comes to
using robots, however, 70 per cent voted for voice control. Both results
were to be expected and were in line with our assumptions.
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to be “learned” first since it is often not as “intuitive” as expected.

We also examined whether the participants’ age had any influence on
the familiarity and popularity of a certain form of interaction. Our findings: The older the participants, the less familiar they are with any form
of interaction. The same is true for popularity. It decreases with age.
Only for the popularity of voice control, no association with the age of
the participants could be shown.

Observations are documented
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Question 2:
Is there a form of interaction in which
users accept more mistakes without
becoming frustrated?
The second research question aimed at testing the frustration tolerance

We evaluated how tolerant the participants were with regard to each

of the users. We therefore examined in which form of interaction the

form of interaction and how many attempts they made on average be-

users accept more mistakes without becoming frustrated. In order to ans-

fore they changed to a different form of interaction. With an average of

wer this research question, we drew up the following working hypotheses:

3.94 attempts, the participants were least tolerant with regard to display
control and changed the form of interaction fastest, followed by 4.55

1.

The number of attempts users make before they change the form

attempts when using voice control. They had the most patience for ge-

of interaction equals the number of mistakes that the participants

sture control with an average of 5 attempts. We did not find any correla-

accept when using this form of interaction.

tion between frustration tolerance and the sex or age of the participants.
Considering that the participants’ age is not linked with the popularity of

2.

The participants feel frustrated before they change the form of

voice control, this form of interaction seems to be similarly popular with

interaction.

all age groups.

Tolerant forms of interaction
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Question 3:
Is there a form of interaction that per se
contributes to a better UX?
In order to answer this question, we used the AttrakDiff questionnaire

gesture

voice

(https://esurvey.uid.com) to measure the user experience (UX) based
on four categories: attractiveness, pragmatic quality, hedonic quality
(stimulation) and hedonic quality (identity). We analyzed whether and,
if so, how strongly mistakes influence the UX.
The descriptive evaluation of the AttrakDiff Short questionnaires revealed
that all forms of interaction have a similar effect on the user experience.
The orange rectangle represents the UX measurements without manipulations while the blue rectangle shows the results with manipulations. The
result: With all three forms of interaction, the UX suffered the same from
the manipulations. We therefore concluded that there is no form of interaction that users prefer irrespective of the context and whose use per se

display

increases the UX.
The frustration tolerance with regard to the different forms of interaction
is similar for all ages and sexes of the users. Therefore, the implementation of a more complex and therefore error-prone modality such as voice
control can even have negative impacts on the UX.

without manipulation
with manipulation
Results for gesture, voice and display interaction
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CONCLUSION
The study revealed that users prefer to interact with robots using voice
control. However, using this form of interaction doesn’t necessarily lead to
a better user experience. As the findings of the UX and frustration tolerance study confirm: The participants do not accept more mistakes in the
seemingly preferred form of interaction as compared to the other forms.
For future robotic projects this means that neither sticking to voice control
alone nor offering numerous types is the way to go. Developers should
rather put the user at the center of the development strategies as specified
by user-centered design. Therefore, the form of interaction used should be
adapted to the respective requirements and the context of use.
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